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Име и презиме:_____________________________________     

    

 

Такмичење у знању из енглеског језика  7.разред 

 

I  Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it : 

 

1. Marry has lived here _______ 2013.  

        A   for                        B    since                           C   just                                  D   about 

2. What _______ her aunt look like? 

        A    is                         B    has                              C    does                               D   do 

3. He wants _______ to go to the park with him tomorrow. 

        A   us                         B   we                               C   they                                 D   he    

4. There are _______ people in the room. We can’t breathe! 

        A   too much             B   a lot                             C   enough                             D   too many 

5. Tony _______ come to your birthday party on Saturday. 

        A   will be able          B   will probably              C   might probably                D   be able to 

6. My cousin Ben is so ______ - he can’t talk to someone he doesn’t know. 

        A    confident            B    popular                       C   shy                                  D   lazy      

7. A: Why don’t you go for a drink?      B: _______ go to the zoo. 

        A   He’d prefer          B   He’d rather                 C   He wants                        D   He’d like 

8. A: Is Jane coming to your house?        B: _______. 

        A    I don’t think       B   I think                          C   She do                            D   I think so. 

9. Does she _______ well with her family? 

        A   go on                   B   go out                           C   get on                             D   get out    

10. Goodbye, and have a nice _______. 

        A   journey               B   travel                             C   return                             D   come back 

 

II Read the text and write the missing words. Write one word on each line. 

                                                                                                                                                                 

Terry likes cartoons ___________ he’s an adult. His favourites are the old ___________, especially Tom and Jerry. He 
loves the way Jerry, the mouse, always outsmarts Tom, the cat. The cat tries so hard to catch the mouse but ends up 
getting hurt __________ a funny way. 
 
Terry also liked the Shrek films when he went ___________ the cinema to see them with his kids. Shrek has a good 
heart and a great sense ____________ humour. 
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III Find the mistakes and write the correct sentences. In some sentences there is more than one mistake.  

                                                                                                                                                                 

1. I’m late but it wasn’t my guilt. The bus didn’t arrive so I had to go by foot. 

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. A: What do you do?     B: I’m architect. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Get up the train and buy the tickets! It’s leaving in two minutes. 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. A: You have ever tried zorbing?   B: No, I haven’t! 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. I buy a birthday present for her if you will give me some money. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

IV Rewrite the sentences without changing the meaning. Use all the words given below. 

                                                                                                                                                     

1. William Shakespeare wrote King Lear. 

       King Lear ____________________________________________________________________________. 

2. Roger played his last football match in 2011. 

Roger _____________________________________________________________________ since 2011. 

3. Ben doesn’t get up as late as Nancy. 

Nancy gets up _______________________________________________________________________. 

4. I would be afraid if I saw a spider. 

        If I didn’t _______________________, I __________________________________________________. 

5. Emily’s got short, fair hair.  
She’s ___________ one _______________________________________________________________. 
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V Read the text.  
Based on the information from the text choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 

 

The climate has changed so the planet is getting warmer. People have destroyed large areas of the rainforests and 
damaged the oceans. Pollution in big cities has got worse. The number of endangered species has also increased. 
When you switch on the television or open a newspaper, you can usually find stories about the environment 
destruction.  

Most people think that there is nothing they can do, but this is not true. We can all do something to help our local 
environment. In many towns, places have opened where you can recycle glass, paper, cans and plastic and, in some 
places, they collect paper and glass from your house. 

When you go to school or to the local supermarket, you can walk or take the bus instead of travelling by car. Public 
transport is better for the environment. You can turn off the lights when you go out of a room and turn off the 
television or computer when you have finished. You can save water too. Turn it off when you clean your teeth and 
don’t stand under the shower for ten minutes! These are small things, but if everyone does them, then there will be 
some change. 

There are ‘green’ organizations all over the world. If there’s a local group in your place, why don’t you join it? And if 
there isn’t a local group, why don’t you start one? Think about that.   

 

1. The planet is ______.                                                      5. You can save water if you ______.            

      A too hot                                                                            A have a long shower 

      B cooler now than it was                                                   B have a cold shower 

      C hotter now than it was                                                    C don’t clean your teeth  

      D as hot as it was                                                               D have a quick shower 

 

2. There are ______stories about the environment            6. The number of endangered species is______. 

       in the newspapers. 

    A a lot of                                                                             A higher than it was 

      B sometimes                                                                      B lower than it was 

      C a few                                                                                C the same as before 

       D a little                                                                               D insignificant  

 

3. Most people ______ about the environment problem.    7.  In many places people can recycle______. 

         A can’t change things                                                         A glass 

     B can do nothing                                                                B paper 

          C can do something                                                          C cans and plastic 

          D can change everything                                                   D all of the above 

 

4. The article says we should ______.                        8. We can save electricity if we______. 

A never use cars                                                            A switch on lights when you go out of the room 

B use buses if we can                                                    B switch off lights when you go out of the room 

C walk everywhere                                                           C turn on lights when you go out of the room 

D use public transport everywhere                                    D turn off lights when you are in the room  
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VI Write a short email to your friend/cousin, telling him/her how you spent your winter holidays last year. Your 
essay should have a minimum of 100 words, and no more than 250 words. 
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